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About This Game

READY FOR CRAFTING VIRTUAL WORLDS ON YOUR PC?
The acclaimed world-building game featuring a unique mission-based approach is coming onto PC via Steam Early Access.

ONLY ON PC: Make 4X BIGGER worlds - You have 4x times more space to craft whatever you like in the CREATE mode!
Plus all elements are immediately accessible, there are no limitations to your imagination!

With over 16 million players on mobile & tablets versions and 1,500,000 pixel blocks creations shared in the Online
Gallery to date, this PC version is taking world crafting simulation to the next level!

CRAFT, PLAY AND SHARE!

The Sandbox is a unique world building & crafting game featuring over 200+ physics elements presented in 2D pixel blocks that
can interact with each others. Players can craft amazing worlds, create pixel art, chain reactions, chiptune music, advanced

contraptions, electric circuits or just play with physics.

Play with basic elements ranging from simple water, stone, sand, wood, glass, lava, fire, to more complex: electricity, metal,
virus, antivirus,heater, cooler, lasers, pipes, gems, sensors, leds TNT, C4, crosswire, conveyor belt, music instruments etc.

That's not all, The Sandbox features also a wide range of casual elements, just for fun! Fish, bees, lion, flamingo, humans,
zombies, robots, aliens, dinosaurs, monuments, tanks, cars, trucks!
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Steam Exclusive Features

The Steam PC version of The Sandbox is a Premium adaptation of Pixowl’s famous HIT! No microtransactions, All
Elements are unlocked and immediately accessible, as well as 15 original campaigns to explore: Initial Story, Dinosaurs, Pixel
Art, Music, User-Created 1 & 2, Lasers and pipes, Contraptions, Humans, Zombies, Robots, Alien Invasion, Retro Gaming,

Ninja and last but not least, the Ecology / Natural Disasters!

A few thrilling features, exclusively on the PC version:

Make 4X BIGGER worlds - You have 4x times more space to craft whatever you like in the CREATE mode!

All elements are immediately accessible, there are no limitations to your imagination!

Ultra-precise controls with mouse, trackpad or touch support (for touch-screen only)

Several keyboard shortcuts to create worlds faster!

Windowed display or fullscreen mode

Cloud saving of your progression online and syncing across multiple PCs via with Steam Cloud

Cross-platform compatibility of your worlds: create on PC, view on Mobile or vice-versa

Game Features

Over 200 elements you can combine for different physical effects

A classic/retro 8-bit interface

Easy to understand tutorials get you started building worlds

15 Individual Campaigns: Initial Story, Dinosaurs, Pixel Art, Music, User-Created 1 & 2, Lasers and pipes,
Contraptions, Humans, Zombies, Robots, Alien Invasion, Retro Gaming, Ninja and last but not least, the Ecology /
Natural Disasters!

250 puzzle Levels in total -- dozens of hours of mind challenging content for your brain!

Compose your own chiptune melodies you can play in-game. You may choose the following instruments: Note, Guitar,
Bass, Trumpet and Drums

Add advanced elements to your worlds:

Vehicles -- Cars, tanks and trucks are all available for your use within your world!

Contraptions -- LEDs, conveyor belts, lasers, pipes and multiple sensors are all available to bring your world into
the age of technology!

Bring life to your worlds: Add humans and use Magic Job Powders to turn them into miners, builders, hunters,
woodcutters or… ZOMBIES!

Zombies -- Turn your mild-mannered human into a brain eating beast that wreaks havoc on your world!

Robots -- Have robots taken over your world? You better obey your metal masters, puny human animals!
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Ninja & Avatar -- Play with the controllable elements: Ninja, Avatar, Snake… and create your video game
levels!

Add dinosaurs and protect them from extinction (or, recreate the BIG BANG and wipe them from the face of
the Earth - the choice is yours!)

Add animals, fish and fireflies to your worlds and watch as their behavior creates “natural drama” that rivals any
reality TV show!

Use our decorations and add awesome real-life wonders to your landscapes: The Eiffel Tower, a crashed UFO,
the pyramids, futuristic buildings and a giant robot are all available at your fingertips!

Use TNT or C4 to wreak havoc with powerful explosions or light up your sky with meteors and fireworks

[/list]

Share your creations with the world

Share your favorite universe in The Sandbox’s Online Gallery (http://www.thesandboxgame.com/worlds)
Search the gallery to see the creations of other players (1,000,000 worlds and climbing!)
Rate other players’ worlds and add in your own elements to give them a surprise effect
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Title: The Sandbox
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
PIXOWL INC.
Publisher:
PIXOWL INC.
Release Date: 29 Jun, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1 Ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 1.5 must be supported by your video card

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,French,German,Portuguese
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Really liked the story and the choices. Played once as a good guy and my last playthrough as an evil kill-everything mage.. Devs
are trash. Game is good.

If you don't care about the story or achievements at all, go for it, it's a fun bullet hell shmup with a great soundtrack.

End cutscene is broken, no end cutscene = no achievements for beating the game.
People are also having trouble running the game at all.
Devs are gone and don't care at all.. One of the greatest multiplayer games ever. Fantastic gameplay!. I have played many puzzle
games, along with many other games and if not wright off the bat, some time in you understand the puzzle or game in that you
become aware of the type of logic the creators of the game are using but this game wright from the start was very confusing but
i gave it a try i played for another 14 minutes and the logic process was barely there and the rest was just guess work, i do not
recommend this game they need to go back and rework the logic indicators for the game. I have uninstalled this game.. pros:
- First Pirate Game on Vive
- Ship Battles are awesome, and immersive
- SOme cool features like sea monsters etc

cons:
- linear story line and very short
- Graphics very bad, like nintendo 64

i had a great time in this game because i love piracy and because the vive needs more games, so i liked this one, of course you
play it only for the vr, but its awesome, i hope the devs improve the game
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Nice small VN in AliceWonderlands setting I enjoied playing with my younger sister.
On the plus side:
- Story is interesting and coherent to initial book atmosphere
- Graphics are fair for the genre
Cons:
Battle is not my fruit here
Scaling of text is kind of unusual
Clicking only on buttons rather than whole screen seems strange.

Overall, nice experiecne.. Dear Developers.

The game is so far well done but there is also shadow in the sun.
At start it is nearly impossible to reach the language menu. It's to far away. The voice acting is not well implemented according
to lip movement.
Another thing is, please don't provide any things you can't interact with or are useless. That destroys the game atmosphere.
When the game starts there are about three icons to click on the mars surface in the briefing room. But nothing happens if I try
to click the icons with my "hands".
So again. It is really boring when things are around only for being there and with no interaction.

In the current status a price from about 10 \u20ac is ok for what someone gets. But 15\u20ac is really overpriced due to the
duration of 2hrs.

I will give it 6 stars out of 10.

. I've spent way too much time playing this game..... 100 hours in... level 195. This game has been a great experience and
continues to be every time I play it. The gauntlets at high level, while hard to find a group to do them with, are incredibly
challenging and need a great deal of strategy to defeat. Story mode is great for a quick farm, or leveling (currently on insane
difficulty, extremely hard to progress.) The Community is great as well, don't let the few so-so people that don't like anyone
throw you off. Being able to hang out with the dev after each patch is amazing as well, being able to see what the plans are for
the future, and getting those hard to answer questions answered. 100/10, Will continue playing. Cmon guys, it's free to play.
Might as well give it a try!. This game would have been great - if it was released 15 years ago. As it stands, its a mundane rts
with annoyingly dark areas (hence the name) no voiceovers (not even interface feedback), and poor story.
As rts go, this was surpassed long ago.. "Ability to create your own games with no programming knowledge required."

No. This program doesn't have that at all, instead it has a link to their website, where you get to use a clunky and unintuitive
browser-based interface (hope you like big disclaimer boxes popping up in the way every time you try to do anything!) that
doesn't even work correctly with Chrome.. A huge improvement from Ironclads. Great graphics. Great performance. Great fun.
Great game. But keep in mind that all this is true ONLY for real fans of turn-based board games and hardcore sims.

Overall in the time I've played, its a great game. I'd recommend it to any althistory buff or anyone who wants to try something
new that has a little dab of strategy alongside action. For the current price, I don't see why you wouldn't buy it (Distant Guns 1.5
- Pro Edition $49.99, Jutland - Pro Edition $49.99, War in the Pacific - Admiral's Edition $79.99 etc.). A very moving and
emotional experience. I am a game designer as a hobby, and, watching this - truly made me feel inspired, hell I even cried
during parts of it. Games personally, are my life, and have been my life for many many years since I was a little kid. Thank you
for putting this up, this was truly, one of the best purchases I have ever made on steam.. Absolutely love it, the maneuverability
of the whole experience, the quality of the rolling stock modelling,
But there are some annoying little details that I hope Dovetail could see.
The Mk1 BG Coaches in the late 70s, at least the majority of them, DO NOT use Commonwealth bogies anymore. Instead, they
use the same B4 bogies as the Mk2.
Still cannot pull the chain to stop the train.
AND WHERE IS THE DEADMAN SWITCH OF THE CLASS 101? It should be included!
. Wow that was boring.
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